ABSTRACT In inter-datacenter elastic optical networks (IDC-EONs), routing, modulation-level, and spectrum assignment (RMLSA) is one of the key measures to increase network capacity and flexibility of spectrum resource management. The coexistence of unicast, anycast, multicast, and manycast traffic in IDC-EONs forms a more complex network communication scheme called hybrid cast. However, the majority of the previous RMLSA approaches focused on the network communication scheme with single traffic type and optimized network performance on the specific network metric, which leads to less practicability and a limit to one-sided network performance improvement. To achieve better network performance, we investigate the hybrid-cast RMLSA (HC-RMLSA) problem with the objective of improving IDC-EON overall performance. Specifically, a criterion is defined to estimate the overall network performance by considering both the overall network service and operation effectiveness and the network cost. An ILP model is formulated to solve the HC-RMLSA problem under static network scenario. Then, we propose an independent optimization genetic algorithm with priority-based rationality adaption (IOGA-PRA) by coordinating a set of hybrid-cast requests simultaneously to solve the HC-RMLSA problem under both static and dynamic network scenarios. Numerical results show that the performance of IOGA-PRA is very close to the optimal solutions obtained by the ILP model on the network cost-effectiveness in static network scenario. The IOGA-PRA also achieves outstanding improvement of the overall network performance compared with benchmark algorithms in the dynamic network scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the emerging data-intensive applications (e.g., Google App Engine, IBM Blue Cloud, social networking), which produce huge amounts of data, optical interconnected datacenters (DCs) are worldwide deployed in cloud infrastructures for data processing and storage. For instance, Google has to refresh its indexes by crawling over 20 billion websites every day, so that it can ensure the results returned to users' queries are as current as possible. All these computational-intensive tasks are done in warehouse-scale computers (WSCs), which are commonly known as mega DCs in Google's optical inter-DC networks [1] . Generally, DCs are interconnected to form geographically distributed datacenter networks (DCNs) which provide massive information technology (IT) resources, i.e., computational, memory and storage resources.
There are two main traffic types in inter-DCNs, userto-DC traffic and DC-to-DC traffic [2] . The former is related to user-driven communication, which aims to request services and access resources in DCs. The latter mainly processes the demands among DCs, e.g., content backup, synchronization, replication and updating. User-to-DC traffic is typically loaded by unicast and anycast [3] communication schemes, which are point-to-point (PTP) transmission where the destination of anycast is selected from multiple candidate DCs with the same services. Multicast [4] and manycast [5] , the point-to-multipoint (PTM) communication schemes, are applied to DC-to-DC traffic for efficient transmission of huge bandwidth capacity, where destinations of manycast are determined from a set of candidate DCs. By contrast to multicast, the high flexibility in destination nodes selection of manycast makes it appropriate in huge data transmission, such as DC distributed backup, cloud/grid computing. The coexistence of above four types of requests, denoted as hybrid-cast, completely covers the basic traffic types of inter-DCNs [6] . With the rapid growth of diversity and flexibility of applications in IDC-EONs, the hybrid-cast will become a promising communication scheme for efficient and comprehensive supporting such heterogeneous service transmission.
To meet the increasing capacity requirements, optical network provides interconnected DCs a viable and reliable infrastructure to support high-throughput traffic. In addition, with technologies of optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (O-OFDM) and Nyquist wavelength division multiplexing (NWDM) enabled, elastic optical networks (EONs) [7] , [8] have emerged which support much finer spectrum granularity allocation (e.g., 6 .25GHz or 12.5GHz) and superchannel transmission at 400 Gbit/s and beyond as well. EONs that provide enhanced spectral efficiency and more flexible spectrum allocation in optical layer, become a promising candidate for future optical DCNs. Thus, the inter-DCNs have been changed to flexible and heterogeneous in terms of bit rate, center frequency spacing, modulation format and optical reach, when underlying infrastructure is inter-DC EONs (IDC-EONs) [9] . Basically, to address the efficient network resource utilization among DCs, one of the main problems is the routing, modulation level, and spectrum assignment (RMLSA) in IDC-EONs [10] . A number of studies investigate RMLSA problem with different objectives measured by one or more network metrics, e.g., network capacity, network quality of service (QoS) and network energy consumption (NEC) [11] - [13] . Nevertheless, the improvement of a particular network metric may find it difficult to adapt overall IDC-EON demands [14] . In addition, there are interacted effects and restrictions among network metrics, which makes the improvement of network performance more complex according to one or more particular network metrics. Commonly, we pay attention to optimize the request blocking probability (RBP), e.g., to increase the number of served requests, which leads to the NEC increasing in IDC-EONs on the other hand. It is hard to measure the network performance only depending on the gains of RBP, because there is the increasing expense of NEC. Thus, it is necessary to enable global optimization of overall network performance in IDC-EONs by coordinating the main network performance metrics to reach a better match between network operation and user demands. Although the improvement of particular network metric in global optimization may be worse than that in the corresponding exclusive optimization, the balance among main metrics is improved and the global improvement of network performance, i.e., the improvement of all involved network metrics, is reached.
In this paper, we investigate the global optimization of IDC-EONs that supports hybrid-cast communication scheme. With generalizing the expression of hybrid-cast requests, the hybrid-cast RMLSA (HC-RMLSA) problem is solved by involving the interacted effects of main network metrics to network performance. Our contributions consist of three aspects.
1) To measure overall network performance efficiently, we define a network performance criterion to consider the trade-off among main network metrics, i.e., the number of served and blocked requests, the actual type of request, network throughput, transmission distance and NEC. 2) An ILP model is formulated to solve HC-RMLSA problem with the objective of improving overall network performance. It jointly conducts routing lightpath/light-tree construction, modulation level assignment, and spectrum resource allocation. 3) An independent optimization genetic algorithm (GA) with priority based rationality adaption (IOGA-PRA) is proposed to address the HC-RMLSA problem in both static IDC-EON planning and dynamic IDC-EON provisioning. Request priority principle and spectrum conflict (SC) link priority principle are defined to order the incoming request and fiber links in network. IOGA-PRA processes a set of ordered hybrid-cast requests (HCRs) simultaneously by coordinating the rationality of non-fixed HC-RMLSA solutions of them. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the related work. Section III introduces the network model and overall network performance evaluation criterion. Section IV formulates the ILP model for HC-RMLSA problem. We describe the proposed heuristic in Section V. Section VI gives numerical simulation results. Finally, in Section VII, we conclude this paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
Different communication schemes in optical DCNs have been well studied, in which the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problems with different optimization objectives have attracted much attention [15] - [17] . The survivable anycasting was considered in [15] . Authors addressed content placement, routing, and protection of paths and content together. An integrated ILP, two-step ILP, linear program relaxation of the two-step ILP and heuristics were proposed to solve the problem of content placement with content protection and routing with path protection. Muhammad et al. [16] investigated the RWA problem for inter-DC content replication with manycast and anycast traffic synchronously. The literature aims to reduce the overall network capacity usage by proposing an ILP model and an efficient heuristic with significant network capacity reduction. The static network scenarios with unicast and multicast traffic were investigated in [17] , authors developed an ILP model and a light-tree based heuristic to minimize the network resource consumption. However, there is nearly no literature investigating the hybridcast communication scheme and the global optimization of network to the best of our knowledge.
With the emergence of EON, the number of literatures about IDC-EON with different communication schemes and objectives increases rapidly [5] , [18] - [20] .
Fallahpour et al. [5] studied energy efficient manycast RMLSA problem and proposed two heuristics by considering two types of DCs. Although the heuristics made obvious improvements in both energy saving and RBP reduction by selecting the most energy efficient manycast light-tree from all available candidates, the collaboration of these two metrics with other important network metrics, such as network cost and transmission reach, has not been involved. The unicast and anycast traffic were considered in [18] , and authors proposed heuristics to address available RMLSA by involving the extra regenerators to approach the trade-off between RBP and network cost. Nevertheless, the static RMLSA with unicast and anycast traffic has not been mentioned. The routing and spectrum assignment (RSA) problem for anycast requests was addressed in [19] . Several heuristics were proposed by considering the computing and bandwidth resources jointly for efficient service provisioning. To enhance the DC service resilience responsiveness, a novel global resources integrated resilience (GRIR) algorithm was proposed in [20] . However, improving the resilience of network is the main objective of GRIR without considering other network performance metrics.
Moreover, there are some literatures about solving RSA/RMLSA problem by leveraging GA framework [21] - [23] , due to its powerful solution searching ability and algorithm scalability. Owing to the differences in application communication scheme, i.e., hybrid-casting, and optimization objective, i.e., the evaluation and improvement of overall network performance, our work is fundamentally different from the existing GA-based works.
III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE WITH HYBRID-CAST TRAFFICS A. INTER-DATACENTER NETWORK MODEL
We consider a directed graph G(V , E) to represent the IDC-EON's physical topology, where V and E denote the set of nodes and fiber links, respectively. Fig.1 illustrates a simple IDC-EON network architecture with main network elements. Concretely, all nodes in V are equipped with bandwidth-variable optical transponders (BV-OPTs) and splitter and delivery switch based multicast optical cross connects (MC-OXCs) [24] . In this paper, the MC-OXC processes PTP and PTM requests separately to avoid extra optical power reduction of PTP requests. The PTM request crosses through splitter to optical switch while PTP request goes to switch directly, shown in Fig. 1 . We assume that there is no limitation on the number of output optical channels in MC-OXC. The architecture can simply be an optical splitter replicating the input signal to output ports followed by utilizing optical amplifier (OA) to compensate the power loss.
B. HYBRID-CAST COMMUNICATION SCHEME
We define the generalized expression of HCRs as node set, in which d j is the jth candidate destination. k i is the number of destinations that should be connected and C i is request capacity. When |D i | = k i = 1, the actual type of HCR is unicast; when |D i | > k i = 1, the actual type of HCR is anycast, when |D i | = k i > 1, the actual type of HCR is multicast, and when |D i | > k i > 1, the actual type of HCR is manycast. As traffic types in network change with time variation, the proportion of requests with different actual types in hybrid-cast communication scheme should be changed correspondingly. Since the user-to-DC traffic and DC-to-DC traffic are concentrated on daytime and night time respectively [25] , we consider three traffic models in IDC-EON, i.e., the proportion of HCRs with PTP and PTM transmission (PPM) are 2:1, 1:2 and 1:1, to cover the typical hybrid-cast communication schemes.
1) HYBRID-CAST ROUTING
The HCR is routed in two different ways according to its actual request type. We assume that light-path and light-tree are applied to serve the HCRs with the corresponding PTP and PTM transmissions. The light-tree is the combination of light-paths from source to each destination [26] . In Fig. 1 , the routing light-paths and light-trees of four HCRs with different actual types are illustrated, in which the destinations of HCRs with actual type of manycast and anycast are randomly determined. Since we consider all-optical hybridcasting without spectrum conversions, the modulation format and assigned FS's stay unchanged for all links on a light-path and light-tree.
2) MODULATION LEVEL ASSIGNMENT
In this paper, the modulation formats that can be used for data transmission are binary phase-shifted keying (BPSK), quadrature phase-shifted keying (QPSK), eight-quadrature amplitude modulation (8-QAM) and 16-QAM, according to receiver sensitivities [27] . The detailed mapping relationship between modulation formats and maximum transmission reaches is referred to [24] which are restricted by fiber nonlinearity impairments. We assume that the highest modulation level has always been selected among the available candidate modulation formats for the highest spectral efficiency.
3) SPECTRUM RESOURCE ALLOCATION
We assume that each fiber link e ∈ E has a total bandwidth capacity of F FS's, and each FS occupies a fixed capacity of C BPSK Gbit/s when modulation format is BPSK. m is defined as the modulation level, where m = 1, 2, 3, 4 for BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM, and 16-QAM, respectively. Hence, the capacity of a FS under different modulation formats is represented as m·C BPSK Gbit/s. The number of assigned contiguous FS's for each HCR, denoted as n i , can be calculated as follows.
where m i is the assigned modulation level of ith HCR and g b represents the number of FS's used for guard-band defined as 1 in this paper.
C. OVERALL NETWORK PERFORMANCE FORMULATION
To evaluate the overall network performance with hybrid-cast traffic, we define a new criterion, the cost-effectiveness value σ , shown as follows.
In (2), SOE ptp is the network service and operation effectiveness (SOE) affected by HCRs with PTP transmission while SOE ptm is the SOE affected by HCRs with PTM transmission. cost ptp and cost ptm are the network cost of serving HCRs with transmission of PTP and PTM, respectively. A HCR is treated as the smallest granularity and the overall network performance is translated as the accumulation of the impact of each HCR to network performance. It is worth mentioning that σ can be used to evaluate network performance in both static and dynamic network scenarios because it measures network performance after network complete change without considering intermediate process. The detailed explanations of (2) are summarized as follows.
1) THE SOE PART OF (2)
As the development trend of the optical network, the higher the capacity per fiber, the higher the capacity per optical channel and the longer transmission distance is [7] , which demonstrates that network capacity and transmission reach are the two main factors to measure network effectiveness [28] . Thus, the larger capacity and longer transmission reach, the better its network effectiveness in IDC-EON is.
We fully define network SOE in (3) and (4) .
In (3) and (4) are the respective set of blocked HCRs with transmission of PTP and PTM. lp i is the length of the shortest light-path of the ith HCR and lt i is the sum of all the shortest light-paths' length of the ith HCR which is from source to each destination. The network SOE is measured as the accumulated effect of each HCR to network capacity and reach. As the product of network capacity and transmission reach can be used as a measure to estimate the effectiveness of network [29] , C i · lp i and C i · lt i are used to measure the network effectiveness affected by HCRs with PTP and PTM transmission accordingly. Note that lp i and lt i are not the length of actual routing light-path and lighttree of the ith HCR. The effect of a HCR to network transmission reach should be considered as an available distance from source to destination when there are multiple routing paths that can be selected. Essentially, the available distance from source to destination is the shortest light-path for wellplanned network topology since the physical distance of the network has already been fixed. Moreover, the effect of a HCR to network effectiveness is regarded as either positive or negative, which corresponds to be served or blocked. Thus, the numbers of served and blocked HCRs are used to reflect the degree of the effect of HCRs to network effectiveness. This is because the more HCRs served successfully, the better service performance of the network is, and it can further increase the actual network capacity.
2) THE COST PART OF (2)
Network cost for installing and operating optical network can be generally divided into capital expenditure (CapEx) and operational expenditure (OpEx) [30] . CapEx consists of the cost for purchasing network components and initial installing and deploying of network infrastructures. OpEx, on the other hand, refers to the cost of operating and maintaining network, e.g., personal cost and power cost. The optical network is typically designed to minimize its CapEx by coordinating appropriate static RSA/RMLSA schemes at the network plan and deployment stage [31] , while the CapEx of network changes slightly at normal network operation stage without considering network disaster and update. In this paper, we mainly evaluate the network performance during VOLUME 6, 2018 operation stage, in which the minimum CapEx of network has already been achieved in the network setting up stage and it stays almost constant during network operating stage. Hence, we assume that CapEx can be ignored in this paper due to its slight influence in the total network cost. In OpEx, NEC has become a key parameter due to the increasing network capacity which consumes non-negligible amount of energy [32] . Furthermore, comparing to other network operation and maintaining cost in OpEx, the variation of power cost is closely related to network planning and provisioning when the network infrastructures are determined. Thus, OpEx is simplified as NEC for total network cost in this paper. Equations (5) and (6) (6) In (5) and (6), PC lp al i is the sum of energy consumption of nodes and links in actual routing light-path of the ith HCR with PTP transmission, while PC lt al i is the sum of energy consumption of all branches in actual routing light-tree of the ith HCR with PTM transmission. In this paper, we consider the same power model proposed in [5] by involving traffic dependent and traffic independent network elements. The energy consumption value of each element is also acquired from [5] . In IDC-EONs, IP router and BV-OPT are the main power consumption elements in source. The MC-OXC (that is, bandwidth-variable OXC, BV-OXC) and OA are the major power consumption elements in intermediate elasticbandwidth router and transmission fiber link accordingly. Hence, the energy consumption of served HCRs with transmission of PTP and PTM are correspondingly demonstrated as follows.
In (7) and (8), pc idp ip , pc idp bvt and pc idp oxc are the traffic independent power consumption of IP router, BV-OPT and BV-OXC, respectively. pc dp ip and pc dp bvt are the respective traffic dependent power consumption of IP router and BV-OPT. 
IV. ILP FORMULATION
In this section, the proposed ILP formulation is described. We consider each HCR as an information flow which goes through links from source to each determined destination. According to the actual type of HCR, the optimal light-path is constructed for HCR with PTP transmission and lighttree for HCR with PTM transmission. At the same time, the corresponding modulation level is selected adaptively by transmission distance and contiguous FS's are assigned.
Notation: The optimization objective is to maximize the costeffectiveness of network to reach the better overall network performance.
Constraints:
Light-path/light-tree construction constraints:
Equations (10) and (11) add the corresponding source and destination(s) for each HCR. Equation (12) ensures the basic structure of light-path/light-tree. Equation (13) ensures that the nodes except source have an incoming fiber link in lightpath/light-tree. In addition, (14) ensures that the intermediate nodes in light-path/light-tree have at least one outgoing fiber link.
Light-path/light-tree flow constraints:
Equations (15) and (16) ensure that there should be an incoming flow and no outgoing flow in each destination. Equations (17) and (18) guarantee that there is no incoming flow to source node and there are exact numbers of outgoing flows to each destination. Equation (19) ensures that there is the same numbers of incoming and outgoing flows in each intermediate node. Equations (20) and (21) warrant that each fiber link should hold at least one flow and the total number of flows on each link should not exceed the number of destinations.
Modulation level selection constraints:
Equation (22) ensures that only one modulation level is selected to each HCR, while Equation (23) ensures that the selected modulation can guarantee the longest transmission distance of light-tree/light-tree of each HCR. Spectrum assignment constraints:
Equation (24) determines the number of FS's to be assigned to each HCR. Equation (25) ensures that all common links between two HCRs are handled. Equations (26)- (28) ensure that no spectrum overlap on the common link(s) is used by two different HCRs. Equation (29) ensures that the assigned contiguous FS's of each HCR satisfy its capacity.
V. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
The mathematical formulation of the HC-RMLSA problem with the improvement of overall network performance presented in Section IV can be used to find the optimal solution in principle. However, high computational complexity makes ILP model not suitable for solving large-scale HC-RMLSA problem. In this section, we propose a time-efficient GA based heuristic, which focuses on processing a set of HCRs at a time to increase the cooperation of them to approach global optimization of network performance.
A. INDEPENDENT OPTIMIZATION GENETIC ALGORITHM
GA framework is an optimization strategy with strong searching ability that mimics the natural evolution [33] . To describe the principles of planning a set of HCRs under GA framework with request-independent optimization in detail, Fig. 2(a) shows the correspondence between elements in HC-RMLSA problem and proposed independent optimization genetic algorithm (IOGA). The smallest granularity in IOGA is a gene, which stands for an available HC-RMLSA solution of a HCR in request set in HC-RMLSA problem. A set of genes constitute a chromosome, which stands for an available HC-RMLSA scheme of a set of HCRs. Here we only list 12 genes in a chromosome as an example in Fig. 2 (a) , while the number of genes in a chromosome depends on the request set. A population, which consists by a set of chromosomes, VOLUME 6, 2018 
., when the HCR is served with PTP transmission, lp i(a) is applied, otherwise lt i(a) is applied. The destination node(s) is randomly selected from the candidate destination node set to form a light-path or light-tree when the actual type of HCR is anycast or manycast. m i(a) is the corresponding modulation level for the ith HCR based on lp i(a) /lt i(a)
, and f si(a) , f ei(a) are the allocated start and end FS index of the ith HCR in the ath chromosome. Note that the FS allocation here is request-independent and allocated FS's are non-fixed, which means the FS allocation of all HCRs in the same request set (chromosome) that only depends on the fixed spectrum occupation of current network state. This request-independent FS allocation may cause SC among genes, i.e., the same FS's are allocated to multiple genes. In chromosome generation phase, gene encoding procedures are repeated for all HCRs in request set I , and a chromosome that contains |I | genes can be constructed. Then, we change different routing light-paths/light-trees in some or all genes to form new chromosomes until P is complete. It is worth mentioning that Gong et al. [23] have proposed an efficient GA based heuristic in EONs with multicast traffic. Nevertheless, it encoded each multicast request as multiple separated unicast requests whereas our proposed IOGA encodes each HCR directly by its actual type without request decomposition. Furthermore, the algorithm proposed in [23] is applied to process single request at a time while the IOGA is adopted to solve the request-independent HC-RMLSA scheme of a set of HCRs.
Under GA framework, the population is evolved in generations and there are four basic operations in every iteration that are shown in Algorithm 1, lines 16-20, i.e., fitness value calculation, chromosome selection, gene crossover and gene mutation. The fitness value is a criterion that can be used to estimate evolution of IOGA. We set the objective of IOGA is the same as that in ILP model, so the fitness value of chromosome can be calculated by Eq. (2) as well. The fitness value is calculated in every generation to find better chromosomes among population, where the larger fitness value represents a better HC-RMLSA scheme. Chromosome selection is designed as Roulette Wheel Selection [34] in which each chromosome is assigned to a segment based on its fitness value and the virtual roulette wheel is span to pick out chromosomes until the desired number of chromosomes is selected. In the selected chromosomes, multipoint gene crossover is applied for random selecting gene pairs to generate offspring. Fig. 2 (b) illustrates the process of gene crossover (note that we only show a pair of genes as an example), where routing light-path pairs or light-tree pairs are swapped. After gene crossover, gene mutation occurs randomly in the selected chromosomes to keep the diversity of population. The bottom half of Fig. 2 (b) shows the procedure of gene mutation thoroughly, in which mutation also occurs on routing light-path/light-tree of a gene. Moreover, the modulation level and allocated FS's will be recalculated in new genes after gene crossover and mutation if the original one cannot match the new routing light-path/light-tree.
Complexity Analysis: in Algorithm 1, we can pre-calculate three candidate light-paths and light-trees for each possible request when the network topology is determined.
Thus, the time complexity of gene encoding is O (|I | · |P|), and the time complexity of chromosome processing is O (U · |P|) with the worst iteration case of algorithm is U . The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O (|I | · |P| + U · |P|), which is capable in the provisioning of IDC-EONs [23] .
B. PRIORITY BASED RATIONALITY ADAPTION
As the SC may occur in HC-RMLSA scheme solved by IOGA, the priority based rationality adaption (PRA) is proposed to eliminate SC. Generally, the set of arriving HCRs and the links with SC in HC-RMLSA scheme are ordered by the corresponding priority principle initially. Then we adjust the location of non-fixed FS's of HCRs to eliminate SC in links. The detailed processes of PRA are demonstrated in two phases in Algorithm 2.
In phase I of Algorithm 2, two priority principles are introduced, and then we describe the sort rules.
Request Priority Principle: We order two HCRs with different actual types according to PPM. User-to-DC traffic is mainly focused when PPM is 2:1, so that the HCR with PTP transmission has a higher priority than that of PTM transmission. DC-to-DC traffic becomes more important when PPM is 1:2, thus, the contrary on the request priority.
When PPM is 1:1, we order the requests randomly. Moreover, two HCRs with the same actual type are ordered by their capacities, in which a larger capacity leads to a higher priority. If the capacities of two HCRs are the same, their order is randomly assigned.
SC Link Priority Principle: There are two definitions for SC links in HC-RMLSA scheme in this paper. 1) Spectrum depth (SD): the maximum occupied number of a FS with SC in the link. 2) Spectrum span (SS): the number of SC FS's in the link.
We first order SC links by their SDs, in which the larger SD leads to higher priority. When two links have the same SD, we order them by SS. The larger SS causes the higher priority. As an example shown in Fig. 3 , we assume a fiber link with seven FS's which are used to hold four requests. The occupied FS's of each request is shown in the shallower yellow. The occupied time of each FS in this link is 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 1, 1, corresponding to the first to seventh FS. Thus, SD of the link is 3 and SS is 4.
In SC elimination phase (Algorithm 2, Phase II), the HC-RMLSA solution of HCR with the highest priority is firstly fixed and the occupation states of fixed FS's are updated. Then the non-fixed SC elimination starts from the ordered links with non-fixed SC by adjusting locations of the SC FS's away from the fixed FS's. The non-fixed FS's adjustment depends on the priority of their corresponding HCRs. Notably, if the non-fixed FS's of a HCR can eliminate SC with the fixed occupied FS's by changing its FS's location, the HC-RMLSA solution can be fixed after the changes; if not, the HCR is blocked. In Fig. 4 , we show an example of SC elimination between two HCRs, in which HCR 1 has higher priority than HCR 2. The information of two requests is shown in Fig. 4 (b) . The routing light-tree of HCR 1 goes through Links 2-6, 2-3 and 3-4 with the non-fixed FS indexes of 1, 2, and 3. The routing light-path of HCR2 goes through Links 3-4 and 4-5 with the non-fixed FS indexes Fig. 4(a) . Due to the higher request priority, the allocated FS's of HCR 1 are fixed at first and the FS location of HCR 2 is adjusted. Fig. 4(c) indicates the new FS locations of HCR 2 after successful adjustment.
Complexity analysis: in Algorithm 2, the time complexity of Phase I and Phase II are O (|E|) and O (|E| · |I |), respectively. Thus, the time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O (|E| + |E| · |I |), which is capable in the provisioning of IDC-EONs [23] .
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, numerical results of HC-RMLSA with global optimization in network performance under both static and dynamic network scenarios are presented. We measure the algorithm efficiency of proposed IOGA-PRA by comparing it with the formulated ILP model in small-scale network topology under static network scenario. Moreover, the algorithm performance of IOGA-PRA is evaluated by comparing it to other four benchmark algorithms with different objectives under large-scale network topology in both static and dynamic scenarios.
To evaluate network performance in σ , spectrum utilization and NEC, we implement four benchmark algorithms with the above objectives. A pure GA based HC-RMLSA algorithm (HC-RMLSA-GA) referred from [35] is implemented with the objective of optimizing σ . A HC-RMLSA with layered minimum spanning tree (HC-RMLSA-LMST) based on the proposed algorithm in [36] , is implemented to improve network spectrum utilization. To achieve efficient NEC, pure energy-efficient HC-RMLSA algorithm (PEEM-HC-RMLSA) and blocking aware-EEM HC-RMLSA algorithm (BAEEM-HC-RMLSA) are implemented based on the algorithms proposed in [5] .
A. STATIC IDC-EON PLANNING
In this section, we evaluate the ILP model, IOGA-PRA, and benchmark algorithms under static network scenario, in which all HCRs are known ahead of time. Two test network topologies, i.e., 6-node network and 14-node NSFNET [11] , are used for static scenario. The actual types of HCR are defined as anycast, unicast, multicast and manycast randomly. When actual type is anycast, HCR is defined as three candidate destination nodes, of which one should be reached; when actual type is multicast, HCR is defined as three destination nodes; and when actual type is manycast, HCR is defined as three candidate destination nodes, of which two should be reached. The source node, destination node(s) and candidate destination nodes are randomly selected in network nodes without repetition among them of each HCR. In addition, the capacity of each HCR is allocated within the range [10-100] Gbit/s @1Gbit/s granularity.
The ILP model is solved by IBM ILOG CPLEX optimizer [37] , meanwhile, the heuristic algorithms are simulated by C++ programming directly. All simulations are completed on a computer with 4.00 GB RAM, i5-4590 CPU and 3.30GHz Inter Core. Table 1 shows the main parameter setting of IOGA-PRA. To decrease the average running time of ILP model, we only consider 50 FS's in each fiber link of 6-node network, where bandwidth of each FS is 12.5 GHz. However, in NSFNET, we assume that the network is at C waveband which means there is almost 4.45THz spectrum resource on each optical fiber, i.e., about 356 FS's in each fiber link with 12.5 GHz granularity. Table 2 shows the values of σ with five and ten arriving HCRs under 6-node network topology, in which the proposed IOGA-PRA performs closely to the solutions solved by ILP model in different PPMs. It is demonstrated that the high efficiency of IOGA-PRA in improving overall network performance by efficient processing a set of HCRs and rational adapting of SC links. The average running times of algorithms are shown in Table 3 . The ''average'' here has two senses, i.e., the average running time under different PPMs and the average running time with the repeated running of algorithms. We observe that IOGA-PRA is much more efficient than ILP model due to the less algorithm complexity. However, the running time of HC-RMLSA-GA is less than that of IOGA-PRA. This is because HC-RMLSA-GA only encodes one request each time to form a population and without rationality adaption, whereas IOGA-PRA encodes all arriving requests to form a large-scale population and rationality adaption operation which increases algorithm complexity.
To further evaluate algorithm performance, we simulate IOGA-PRA and four benchmark algorithms in NSFNET. The simulation results of σ -value are shown in Tables 4, 5 , and 6 which depicts that IOGA-PRA can provide better σ -values under different PPMs and request numbers. The improvement in σ -value of IOGA-PRA is about 4.3%-47.6%, 7.4%-65.6%, and 3.5%-48.7% compared with other four benchmark algorithms under PPM of 1:2, 2:1, and 1:1, respectively.
To estimate the effect of optimizing overall network performance to main network metrics (i.e., network spectrum utilization and NEC) in static scenario, we analyze the maximum used FS index and NEC with different numbers of requests and PPMs. Tables 7, 8 , and 9 show the results of the maximum used FS index. We observe that the results provided by IOGA-PRA are worse than that solved by HC-RMLSA-LMST when HCR number is no more than 30. This is because IOGA-PRA balances network spectrum utilization and NEC to reach a co-suboptimum result during the overall network performance improvement, which leads to a worse result in the maximum used FS index. Moreover, the network available spectrum resource decreases with increasing request numbers, thus, the cooperation of all arriving HCRs of IOGA-PRA results in a better network spectrum utilization when the number of HCRs is increasing. IOGA-PRA are always kept at a minimum. This is due to NEC, as network cost, is considered in the optimization goal of IOGA-PRA, so that IOGA-PRA can dedicate to energy saving. From all the results in static scenario, the different values of PPM are influenced on the specific numerical values of results while the trends of results keep the same.
B. DYNAMIC IDC-EON PROVISIONING
In this section, algorithms are simulated with dynamic HCRs, i.e., HCR is time-variable which can arrive and leave during network operation, in NSFNET. We assume that HCRs are formed as a Poisson process with average arrival rate λ and the service time of each HCR has formed an exponential distribution with mean value µ. The traffic load is denoted as λ µ in Erlang, which varies within [50-250] Erlang by setting 1 µ = 5 and changing λ from 10 to 50. The number of HCRs that is processed by IOGA-PRA each time is set as 10. Other simulation parameters are the same as that in static scenario. All results are computed over multiple simulations to achieve 95% confidence interval.
In Fig. 5 (a) , (b), and (c), the σ -values of algorithms are depicted in different PPMs. We observe that IOGA-PRA can always provide a better σ -values in different traffic loads and PPMs, with the improvement of 23.7%-86.2%, 12.0%-77.2%, and 12.5%-80.3% in PPM equivalent to 2:1, 1:2 and 1:1, respectively. This is due to the fact that IOGA-PRA operates a set of HCRs simultaneously to reach better HC-RMLSA solutions by SC toleration, and the PRA coordinates these HC-RMLSA solutions to satisfy their feasibility.
To estimate the effect of optimizing overall network performance to main network metrics in dynamic scenario, we simulate the values of RBP and NEC of algorithms in different traffic loads and PPMs that are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . It is obvious that the RBPs of IOGA-PRA keep the minimum under different traffic loads and PPMs in Fig. 6(a), (b) , and (c), which reflect the optimization process of IOGA-PRA focuses on the network resource load balance and can further reduce the RBP. The reduction of RBP of IOGA-PRA is about 14.3%-85.6%, 8.9%-76.8% and 11.6%-80.2% compared with four benchmark algorithms under the PPM of 2:1, 1:2, and 1:1, respectively. In Fig. 7(a), (b) , and (c), the NEC of IOGA-PRA becomes higher when traffic loads up to 200 Erlang, while it maintains at a minimum when traffic loads lower than 200 Erlang with all kinds of PPMs. The reason for this variation trend is that IOGA-PRA serves the most number of HCRs compared with benchmark algorithms and the coordination of a set of HCRs becomes harder due to the decrease available spectrum resource with traffic load increase, which further brings about the larger energy consumption in network.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate the global optimization of IDC-EON performance with hybrid-cast traffic. We first define how to evaluate overall network performance by cost-effectiveness value. Then an ILP model is proposed to formulate the HC-RMLSA problem with the objective of maximizing overall network performance in static network scenario. Furthermore, the IOGA-PRA is proposed to address the efficient HC-RMLSA solutions with outstanding overall network performance by request-independent spectrum assignment and priority based rationality adaption of HC-RMLSA scheme in both static and dynamic network scenarios. Simulation results demonstrate that IOGA-PRA can provide quite good HC-RMLSA solutions, which have slightly disparity with the optimal schemes solved by ILP model in static small-scale network planning. It can also achieve corresponding maximum overall network performance improvement of 47.6%, 65.6% and 48.7% compared with four benchmark algorithms under the PPM of 1:2, 2:1 and 1:1 in NSFNET. As for dynamic network provisioning, the IOGA-PRA can reach the maximum improvement in overall network performance of 86.2%, 77.2% and 80.3% with the minimum RBP maintaining and acceptable NEC increase, compared with four benchmark algorithms under the PPM of 2:1, 1:2 and 1:1, respectively. Although the proposed criterion and IOGA-PRA have been achieved obvious effect in the overall network performance evaluation and the global optimization of network performance respectively, there are still some practical issues to be further investigated. Firstly, with the modularization of network elements, designing and operation of the IDC-EONs gradually changes from the traditional static manner to dynamic adaption, which lead to the variation of CapEx. We will investigate this in our future work and expect that the updated criterion can measure the overall network performance better. Meanwhile, the IDC-EON topology that partial network nodes connecting DCs would be more practical, the influence of the number of DCs to overall network performance will be addressed in our future work as well.
